
Your Challenge 

As a therapist, your field of work differs greatly 
from that of coaches and consultants, since you 
refer to your clients as patients on the basis of 
pathological diagnoses and accompany them in 
healing processes. You are thus much more deeply 
confronted with the psyche of a person, which 
presupposes the correspondingly increased 
attention to one's own well-being. To meet this 
prerequisite is not easy for various reasons, but it’s 
more feasible if you are better aware about 
yourself and you create more the reality you want. 

Your Solution 

• You discover yourself and your self in the context 
of the whole more holistically and recognize 
unexpected contexts, unblock and multiply 
power, get essential knowledge and insights, 
develop underestimated skills and successfully 
enter more suitable new territory. 

• You learn to distinguish better the self from the 
ego and recognize how achieving your own 
goals works in a way that is also for the better 
for the whole. Success follows who follows the 
self and you deserve to invest in it. 

• You grow further beyond your state and you get 
a more consciously defined vision, also by 
processing the past and working on the present, 
incl. supervision, to become the future you want. 

Your Added Value 

• You begin to further strengthen and develop the 
connection to yourself in a much more profound 
and holistic way. This connection also arises 
through expanded understanding of what this 
self is, which strengthens your self-awareness 
and self-value. 

• The adjustment of values is a consequence from 
the more holistic view, from which also your 
monetary situation can develop to the better. 

• The development of consciousness, power, 
knowledge and ability leads to the creation of 
more of the more consciously wanted realities. 

• The experience of this kind of self-empowerment 
leads to sustainable self-unfolding, which results 
in more life satisfaction and a higher quality in 
dealing with your and more patients. 

Methods of the Future 

• This new age requires to approach developments 
more holistically and effectively/efficiently with 
acceleration what these methods enable. 

• These methods are based on science, spirituality, 
strong intuition and phenomenology: 

• Becoming aware of the Unconscious with 
different techniques, Program-Recognition and 
Re-Programming incl. Constellations, Purpose, 
Vision and Intentionalization, Personal- and 
Corporate Energizing, Strategic Intuition, Back- 
casting and Leadership of HyperTransformation. 

Bettina Fischer 

Swiss Bettina Fischer is an international 
methodological leader in personal and corporate 
development of leaders, teams and those 
personalities interested in the Self-Empowerment 
and the Leadership of HyperTransformation. 

She considers the accelerated expansion of 
consciousness as currency, self-empowerment as 
the starting point, and hypertransformation as the 
path to more holistic success as well as a better 
world through energize to hypertransform®.  

Bettina Fischer is your companion as an analytical-
intuitive detector of unconscious human, 
organizational and systemic programs, seer, 
intuitive futurist, impulse generator, Personal- and 
CorporateEnergizer as well as HyperTransformator. 

Next Step 

For our collaboration please contact me with    
your request shortly describing your situation,  
with which you will receive further information,  
also for finding your         
first appointment.  

I look forward  
to your contact:  
hyper@bettinafischer.com

Self-Empowerment of HyperTransformation for Therapists            
to faster go the way, that corresponds more to yourself

Coaches, Consultants and Therapists: 
energize to hypertransform® the Supporter World
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